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PART – A  

( Answer all questions - 5 X 2 = 10 marks) 
 

1. a) Summarize different asymptotic notations                                                  [02M]                              

b) State the four basic data types in C language                                                  [02M]  

c) Differentiate between array of pointer and pointer to an array     [02M] 

d) Define a recursive function                                                                          [02M]                           

e) List any three file mode in C?                  [02M] 
  

PART – B 
( Answer all questions - 5 X 12 = 60 marks ) 

 

2. a) What is an algorithm? State the characteristics of algorithm       [06M] 

      b)  Explain different phases of problem solving                                  [06M]        

(OR) 

3.   Write an algorithm which reads principal amount, rate and time and then calculates simple interest and  

       prints the same.                                                                                           [12M]      
   

4. a) Compare in terms  of their functions, the following pairs of statements             

  i) While and Do while   ii) Break and continue     [06M]  

b) Write a program to compute the sum of the digits of a given integer number     [06M] 

(OR) 

5.     Explain different conditional branching statements with syntax and suitable examples     [12M]    
                   

6. a) Write a program to read two matrices for addition and display the result in matrix form  [06M] 

        b) Explain null pointers and generic pointers                   [06M] 

(OR) 

7. a) Write short notes on one dimensional array, two dimensional array and multi dimensional array 

             [06M] 

b) Explain the following dynamic memory allocation functions with their syntax and suitable examples 

      i) realloc    ii) free                             [06M] 
 

 

8. What does a storage class mean? Describe different storage classes available in C     [12M] 

(OR) 

9. Explain the following string handling functions with examples                               [12M]                              

i) strlen()    ii) strcpy()   iii) strcat()   iv) strcmp()                   
   

 

10. a) What is file? Explain various functions used for opening, closing and writing  a file in ‘C’ language  

             [06M] 

b) Differentiate structures and unions           [06M] 

(OR) 

11. Write a ‘C’ language program to copy the contents of one file to another file     [12M] 
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